We present a new classification scheme of the genetic code. In contrast to the standard form it clearly shows five codon symmetries: codon-anticodon, codon-reverse codon, and sense-antisense symmetry, as well as symmetries with respect to purine-pyrimidine (A vs. G, U vs. C) and keto-aminobase (G vs. U, A vs. C) exchanges. We study the number of tRNA genes of 16 archaea, 81 bacteria and 7 eucaryotes to analyze whether these symmetries are reflected in corresponding tRNA usage patterns. Two features are especially striking: reverse stop codons do not have their own tRNAs (just one exception in human), and A** anticodons are significantly suppressed. Our classification scheme of the genetic code and the identified tRNA usage patterns support recent speculations about the early evolution of the genetic code. In particular, pre-tRNAs might have had the ability to bind their codons in two directions to the corresponding codons.
Introduction
The genetic code specifies how the information contained in the nucleic acids is translated into the correct sequence of amino acids. It is usually represented as shown in Figure 1 . Since the early days of the discovery of the genetic code patterns have been searched for gaining insights into its origin and early evolution 8 . It is known that the genetic code assigns similar amino acids to similar codons. Two different rationales have been presented: first, mutation and translation error minimization 3, 10 , and second, similar amino acids tend to directly interact with similar RNA sequences 42 . It has also been stated that instead of the actual codons, some of their derivatives, such as the anticodons 9,14 or codon-anticodon duplexes 2 were the original amino acid binding motifs. Recently, a new mechanism has been proposed for the association of amino acids with their codons and the origin of the genetic code 6 . It could explain two other long-known regularities of the genetic code. The first codon position seems to be correlated with amino acid biosynthetic pathways and to their evolution as evaluated by synthetic "primordial soup" experiments 32, 39 . The second position is correlated with the hydropathic properties of the amino acids. Codons with U as the second base code for the most hydrophobic amino acids and those having A as the second base are associated with the most hydrophilic amino acids 32 . Lagerkvist 16, 17 observed that codon families (the amino acid of a codon family is determined by the first two nucleotides of a codon alone) have a much higher probability to appear in the left part of the common illustration (Fig. 1) .
Recently, it was found that special purine -pyrimidine patterns of DNA binding sites facilitate recognition by restriction enzymes 21 . Here we show that also the genetic code is largely determined by purine -pyrimidine coding.
The following section introduces a new classification scheme of the genetic code based on the purine -pyrimidine coding, which demonstrates different codon symmetries that do not appear in the standard scheme. Section 3 presents an analysis of tRNA frequencies in 104 species (tRNA usage patterns), corresponding to the five symmetries in the new scheme. For each codon the number of genes coding for the tRNA with the complimentary anticodon (according to the Watson-Crick base paring) is counted. Note that this analysis differs from the codon adaptation index 12, 28 , which additionally takes cytoplasmic tRNA concentration into account. The most striking features of tRNA usage allow us to extend our earlier speculations concerning the evolution of the genetic code 37 .
The New Classification Scheme of the Genetic Code
In contrast to the common representation of the genetic code our scheme is based on a binary encoding of the four bases A, G, U, C. There are three possibilities of a binary base coding 41 , according to:
(i) weak-strong bases (A,U = 1; G,C = 0), (ii) keto-and aminobases (G,U = 1; A,C = 0), and (iii) purines and pyrimidines (A,G = 1; C,U = 0).
In such a simplified code eight different binary triplets exist: 000, 001, ..., 111. Each of these binary triplets represents eight different codons, e.g. in our purinepyrimidine coding scheme 000 stands for CCC, CCU, ..., UUU. The purinepyrimidine coding is superior to the other two variants, because it is the only one a) b) Fig. 3 . The codon -reverse codon pattern (a) and the sense -antisense codon pattern (b) in the purine -pyrimidine scheme of the genetic code. For instance, codon GAU is reverse to the codon UAG and codon CGU is the antisense codon of ACG. The codon symmetries are indicated by arrows.
that allows the genetic code to be represented using just four columns (Fig. 2) . The reason for this vast simplification in our scheme is that for the third codon position it only matters if it is a purine or a pyrimidine. Interestingly, the only two exceptions are the start (AUG) and stop (UGA) codons. Given the purine-pyrimidine coding, there are two possibilities to sort the first two bases per row: one can use either of the remaining two binary codings, according to the weak and strong bases or according to keto-and aminobases, as a sort criterion inside the rows. We have chosen the weak-strong splitting to sort rows, because only this reveals the following regularities of the genetic code. First, all codon families group together, i.e. they are not scattered all-over the table. Secondly, the codon strength classification directly corresponds to the columns in our scheme (Fig. 2) . Thus, in the first column the first two bases complementary pair with 6 hydrogen bonds (strong codons), in the second and third column with 5 (mixed codons), and in the fourth column with just 4 hydrogen bonds (weak codons). In addition to its simplicity the new scheme uniquely shows 5 codon symmetries ( Fig. 2 and 3 ) that are not obvious in other representations of the genetic code. Figure 2 reveals that the recently proposed family-nonfamily symmetry operation 13 , exchanging the amino bases (A ↔ C) and the keto bases (G ↔ T), corresponds to the point symmetry in our scheme. Moreover, the horizontal mirror symmetry corresponds to the codon-anticodon symmetry (weak (A ↔ U) and strong base (G ↔ C) exchanges) and the vertical mirror symmetry represents the purine-pyrimidine exchange symmetry (G ↔ A, C ↔ U). Figure 3a shows the symmetric codonreverse codon pattern and Figure 3b the sense-antisense codon pattern. Note that the last four patterns cannot be seen in the usual presentation of the genetic code (Fig. 1) .
In our recently presented new classification scheme of the genetic code 37 there was one ambiguity left concerning the amino acid arrangement: the order of the The new scheme of the genetic code has now its optimal form (Fig. 2) . It shows five different triplet symmetries, including two additional symmetries that could not be seen in our first version of the scheme 37 .
Patterns of tRNA usage
We studied tRNA usage of 16 archaea, 81 bacteria and 7 eucaryotes, using all information from the public database Genomic tRNA Compilation 29 . Different tables corresponding to the identified codon symmetries were composed, each containing all codons together with their symmetric codons. Table 1 shows the tRNA usage of all organisms, corresponding to the codon-reverse codon symmetry. Rows are sorted by the number of tRNA genes for a given anticodon (highest priority archaea, second priority bacteria).
The order in Table 1 shows best the following main observations. The first interesting pattern of tRNA usage refers to reverse STOP codons.
a Of course, no species has a tRNA with an anticodon complementary to any termination codon. Intriguingly, there is also no tRNA with an anticodon for a reverse STOP codon. The only exception is H. sapiens with one tRNA Asn with the anticodon ATT. The lack of specific tRNAs does not imply that no tRNA exists which can recognize reverse STOP codons. For instance, using base pairing allowed by Crick's wobble rules 7 , tRNA with the GTT anticodon can recognize the reverse STOP codon AAT.
The second striking pattern in tRNA usage is the significant suppression of tRNAs with A at the first anticodon position (Tab. 1). A** anticodons are fully excluded in archaea. In bacteria and eucaryotes there are some exceptions, but it can be observed that AY* anticodons do not apear in any species.
a tRNA genes specifically recognizing initiation codon (Met) are significantly overrepresented. Another observation concerning tRNA usage is the significant suppression of A*A self-reverse codons. In no archaea and in no bacteria any tRNA has such an anticodon. In archaea the anticodon TAT is the only one without own tRNAs that is not a STOP anticodon or an A** anticodon. Interestingly, this is the only anticodon which according to Crick's wobble rules 7 allows recognition of a STOP codon (TAG).
The reverse recognition conjecture
In this section we present a hypothesis that consistently explains the observed suppression of anticodons for reverse STOP codons. We conjecture that the observed tRNA usage patterns reflect important features of the ancient translation machinery. Maybe, in the early days of translation, pre-tRNAs were able to recognize codons in both directions (Fig. 4) . In order to guarantee termination (i.e., to avoid incorrect elongation) the reverse stop codons had (and have) no own tRNA.
In agreement with others 6,24,40 , we hypothesized in our previous work that the contemporary triplet code developed from an ancient doublet code 37 . However, in order to avoid the frameshift problem one has to assume a triplet reading frame also in doublet coding times 37 . In agreement, the triplet reading frame was recently substantiated because unpaired RNA loops with 7 and 8 nucleotides are the most stable ones 40 . Nevertheless, one still wonders about such an information wasting, where the third base would not carry any information at all. We speculate that in the early days of translation pre-tRNAs could fit in two opposite directions to the corresponding mRNA (Fig. 4) . This would resolve the wasting problem: if a codon could be recognized in both directions all bases would carry information, although in a given codon-anticodon pairing only two bases are analyzed. Three different facts support our speculation. First, ancient pre-tRNAs presumably only consisted of the anticodon loop, lacking the D-and T-loops 27 . Such pre-tRNAs would have been (almost) symmetrical and could thus bind in two directions. If the reverse recognition model is correct, the resulting polypeptide should be relatively independent of the pre-tRNA binding direction. This is supported by the special role of the central triplet base 38, 40 . It is well-known that the second base has the strongest interaction with the bases of 16S RNA (the universally conserved and essential bases A1492, A1493, and G530 22, 30 ). Moreover, the middle base of the anticodon has particularly strong interactions with the correct aminoacyl-tRNA synthetase during amino acid attachment 20 . The second base is exceptional also in another respect: it is correlated to the main physical property of amino acids, the hydrophobicity 32 . The third fact supporting our "reverse recognition conjecture" is the above observation that reverse codon pairs generally encode evolutionary similar amino acids 34 . We suppose that this observation is a relict from old "reverse recognition times", where the reverse recognition should have a minimal effect on the resulting polypeptide.
It was speculated that the translation machinery of the last universal common ancestor (LUCA) is most similar to that of archaea 35 , so we expect that tRNA usage patterns in archaea reflect ancient translation. What could be the reason for the forbidden A** anticodon-tRNAs? Three different explanations can be given. First, sometimes A (and the simple derivative inosine I) at the third codon position misleadingly pair with the first anticodon position 23 . In order to prevent such a mistranslation A** anticodon-tRNAs could have been forbidden. A second possible explanation is the strong preference of G (instead of A) at the first anticodon po- sition in order to recognize the corresponding pyrimidines. In the recently proposed evolution of wobble rules 35 G (at the first anticodon position) always recognizes U and C, in all discussed evolution stages. A** anticodons, in contrast, could not recognize any base in the early stages 35 . This would also be in agreement with earlier speculations about a binary coding scheme with just one purine and one pyrimidine 26, 37 . Interestingly, Table 1 reveals that nearly all 16 G** anticodons have corresponding tRNAs in all species. The third explanation is based on an observation concerning initiation codons. Translation in eukaryotes can be initiated from codons other than AUG. A well documented case (including direct protein sequencing) is the GUG start of a ribosomal P2A protein of the fungus Candida albicans 1 . Other examples can be found in the NCBI taxonomy database 4, 36 . Interestingly, all 9 different initiation codons have U at the second position (AUG (standard), AUA, AUU, AUC, GUG, GUA, UUG, UUA, CUG). Maybe, in earlier times *U* codons generally could initiate translation, starting with *A* anticodons. We speculate that the forbidden A** anticodons should protect the transcript against wrong translation initiation which would lead to a frameshift.
Moreover, we note that the three termination codons in the standard genetic code all have a purine at the second position. The alternative termination codons in non-standard codes are also *R* codons (AGA and AGG in vertebrate mitochondria 4, 36 ). Maybe, in "binary coding times" 37 *Y* codons could initiate translation, whereas *R* codons could terminate translation. This additionally supports our speculations of possible reverse codon recognition. Up to now the possibility of reverse recognition provides the only explanation that consistently integrates all of our observations. This model might be used as a plausible framework onto which research into translation evolution may be devised.
Discussion
We presented a new classification scheme of the genetic code. It has now its optimal form, no ambiguities in codon order are left. The scheme clearly shows all five different codon symmetries. We also studied the occurrence of tRNA genes in archaea, bacteria and eukaryotic species. tRNA usage, ordered according to the codon-reverse codon symmetry, shows three interesting facts:
(i) some reverse codons are significantly underrepresented, most strikingly, there are no specific tRNAs for reverse STOP codons; (ii) A** anticodons are significantly repressed, G** anticodons are significantly utilized, and (iii) A*A self-reverse anticodons are totally excluded in archaea and bacteria.
This led us to extend our earlier speculations on doublet coding 37 . We conjecture that in earlier times codon recognition could also have been carried out in the reverse direction with first recognizing the second base (Fig. 4) . Our hypothesis is related to the recently proposed evolution scheme of the genetic code, where it was suggested that ". . . triplet codons gradually evolved from two types of ambiguous doublet codons, those in which the first two bases of each three-base window were read ('prefix' codons) and those in which the last two bases of each window were read ('suffix' codons). 40 " In contrast to this model our reverse recognition conjecture implies a parallel-stranded duplex structure of the two relevant codon-anticodon base pairs. Although such parallel structures are difficult to find in natural nucleic acids they have been observed in DNA 5 and mRNA 33 , and a corresponding crystal structure has been reported 31 . However, because RNA is unstable and difficult to synthesize, it was proposed that the first genetic material used a simpler backbone than ribose 15 . For such molecules the pairing strand direction is probably not as constraint as in DNA or RNA.
Of course, all discussed tRNA usage patterns depend on the completeness of the known tRNAs. If a significant number of tRNAs is still unknown, this might modify these patterns. However, the fact that tRNAs are systematically searched by robust computer algorithms 18, 19, 25 makes it very unlikely that such a significant number of tRNAs will be found in the future.
